
JLA: THE AUTHORITY 

El comic que nunca fue 

 

La siguiente es una propuesta escrita por Warren Ellis para crear un crossover entre los comics 

de The Authority y el equipo premier de superhéroes de DC Comics, la Liga de la Justicia 

(“JLA”, que en ese entonces era escrito por el sensacional autor Grant Morrison. Dicha serie era 

líder de ventas para DC Comics en su momento). 

Lleno de ideas interesantes y de un alcance inusitado, este encuentro entre ambas franquicias 

hubiese sido un deleite para todos los fans, pero que desafortunadamente nunca vio la luz. 

Como dato curioso, Bryan Hitch, quien fuera el artista detrás de The Authority, dibujó algunos 

tomos de la Liga de la Justicia post-Morrison, e incluso ilustró la novela gráfica JLA: Heaven’s 

Ladder, escrito por Mark Waid. 

Sin mayor preámbulo, presentamos JLA: THE AUTHORITY, CRISIS NINE. 

© Warren Ellis; usadas únicamente con motivos de investigación. 

  



Warren Ellis: 

This almost happened, by the by. I've posted that in past threads, but there are some new folks 

here, so... 

This is the JLA/AUTHORITY thing John's talking about. Back when we were finishing THE 

AUTHORITY, Bryan had some slack in his schedule in between the end of the book and his 

taking on JLA. 

So we thought, why not produce a bridging book for him, Paul and Laura (who were following 

him over)? I came up with the following. Obviously, we had a window to produce it in. 

The JLA editor needed to sign off on it. The bastard (who has since been fired) sat on the thing 

until after our window of availability had closed. And he knew it was there -- had been informed 

specifically of it half a dozen times. And that's why you never saw it. Anyway -- from May 1999, 

the pitch document for JLA/THE AUTHORITY: CRISIS NINE. 

It might amuse you. 

 

Bryan Hitch: 

DC and Wildstorm in the form of Dan Didio and Scott Dunbier approached Warren and I to 

return and do an original graphic novel of The Authority. Way back after we first left as I was off 

to do JLA we were asked to do a JLA/Authority in the treasury format. This was scuppered by 

JLA editor Dan Raspler who took exception to the story and believed the JLA should change The 

Authority and show them the errors of their ways leaving them vowing never to hurt anybody 

again and help cats stuck up in trees. Naturally Warren and I felt in all conscience that Dan 

should fuck the hell off and stop being such a moron and we consequently decided against the 

project. It would have provided a nice segue into the JLA regular book, but alas was not to be. In 

the wake of Raspler’s overdue departure from DC (not his own choice, I add) it was felt that 

Warren and I would be up for another shot at the gig. I wasn’t interested in the crossover, nor 

was I available to do any project at that time, but he and I agreed that we wouldn’t be opposed to 

another Authority project if the stars aligned the way we would want. 
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NOTE; This story takes place prior to AUTHORITY #9. The AUTHORITY cast is therefore; 

Jenny Sparks, Jack Hawksmoor, Swift, Apollo, The Midnighter, The Engineer and The Doctor. 

The JLA cast is not taken from any specific continuity point, but utilises a general core cast of; 

Superman, Wonder Woman, The Batman, The Flash, Green Lantern, The Martian Manhunter 

and Steel. May add more JLA members, haven’t decided yet. 

CRISIS NINE is a construction system; a hail of self-replicating nanotechnological assemblers 

that take whatever civilisation’s infrastructure it falls upon, and remakes it -- converts it into a 

heavily industrial military outpost. Any organic objects within are also remade, into fuel 

canisters for the outpost’s great combustion engines. That includes people. 

CRISIS NINE isn’t from around here. It’s a WarSpore, an attempt by a damaged parallel earth to 

colonise the Multiverse. And it was dropped on Sri Lanka an hour ago. 

Here, there is a front line of defense against this sort of thing. It’s called THE AUTHORITY. 

The situation was spotted from The Carrier, their weird 50-mile-wide HQ outside spacetime. All 

they have to do to get at Crisis Nine is move through a vast regiment of weird war robots and 

general death machinery. And they need to do it before every human in Sri Lanka is killed for its 

fuel. 

The destruction of the Changeheart, the nexus of Crisis Nine, and the consequent still-birth of the 

monstrous Base Commander it was growing, should have ended matters. But under cover of the 

usual property damage The Authority causes in action, the Changeheart opened a door into The 

Bleed, the vast channel between parallel worlds. 

Tracking it, The Authority return to the Carrier and move it into The Bleed, taking the chase 

transuniversal. They emerge from The Bleed -- and Green Lantern, on the JLA Watchtower, 

informs anyone listening that something has just appeared in earth orbit, that it’s fifty miles long 

and thirty five miles high, and that he’s never seen anything like it. 

Elements of the JLA infiltrate the Carrier to investigate it. Simultaneously, elements of The 

Authority break into The Watchtower, which looks to them a lot like a weird alien military 

outpost, as if Crisis Nine impacted on the Moon. On the one hand, this brings The Martian 



Manhunter, on reconnoitre, into contact with Jenny Sparks on the Carrier, a meeting of two great 

tactical minds. 

On the other hand, on the Watchtower, the inexperienced Engineer meets the inexperienced 

Green Lantern, and The Batman meets The Midnighter. And two of the most paranoid and 

violent people ever born don’t need to meet this way. 

Things happen too quickly: Apollo departs the Carrier to nail CRISIS NINE, in the form of a 

huge spore in low Earth orbit, but is intercepted by Superman on a ballistic trajectory -- before 

it’s realised that Apollo wasn’t the threat and the WarSpore was, Crisis Nine splits and drops. On 

the Eastern Seaboard of America. Impacting on not one city, but two. Metropolis. And Gotham. 

This time, Crisis Nine isn’t taking chances. 

Growing Base Commanders, both new Changehearts begin building superguns pointing into The 

Bleed, that will fire new iterations of Crisis Nine back into The Authority’s parallel -- and all the 

other Earths too, one at a time. 

The greatest heroes of two worlds have to save Metropolis, Gotham, their own worlds -- and the 

whole bloody Multiverse. 


